
Cost Recovery 

OSM’s Cost Recovery History 
As long as the Office of Surface Mining (OSM) has been regulating Tennessee’s coal mining, there have 
been attempts at instituting cost recovery. The first proposal was in 1985 as Tennessee was returning 
primacy to the federal government. The proposal was curtailed by passage of House Joint Resolution 
465, Further Continuing Appropriation for FY 1986. The conference report for the FY 1986 
appropriations required that OSM study the issue further and report to the Congress on its findings. 
Partially in response to this requirement, cost accounting systems were put in place in each OSM 
permitting unit to track costs associated with processing permits. OSM collected cost accounting data 
through fiscal year 1986 and up to June 1987, analyzed that data and reported its findings to interested 
Congressional parties. Copies of these data and analyses are available for review in the Administrative 
Record. 

In 1988, OSM used the information gathered in the previous years to propose another cost recovery 
rule. The mining industry actively and aggressively rebelled against the proposal. A Congressional 
oversight hearing was held on July 12, 1988, by the Subcommittee on Mining and Natural Resources of 
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives. At this hearing, OSM 
Director Robert Gentile announced the reopening of the cost recovery comment period and offered to 
meet with industry representatives to discuss their concerns. Subsequently, the Director met with 
industry representatives in Knoxville, TN and in Denver, CO. However, by 1990 OSM decides not to 
implement the rule because: “OSM has determined that this existing provision [set fee structure] is 
more in keeping with the intent of SMCRA... “ 

In 1990, OSM sets the existing fee structure.  

Twelve years pass and in 2012 OSM solicits comments from industry on the potential for a new cost 
recovery rule. TMA responds that the agency’s proposal is so incomplete that it is impossible to 
meaningfully evaluate what the impacts will be.  

OSM subsequently submits the current cost recovery proposal in March of 2013.  

Why Now? 
According to OSM, the current cost recovery rule is to:  

1. Promote fiscal responsibility, 
2. Allow the agency to better implement SMCRA and other policies and requirements with regard to 
fees and cost recovery for services rendered to regulated industries, 
3. Shift a significant portion of the financial costs for reviewing, administering, and enforcing permits 
from the general public to the identifiable beneficiary—the permit applicant or existing permittee or 
operator. 



4. Reduce an indirect taxpayer-funded subsidy to applicants, permittees, and operators of surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations within our regulatory jurisdiction because these services are 
 

Fee Structure 
OSM’s 2013 cost recovery proposal breaks fees into two categories: fixed and processing fees.  

Fixed Fees 
Fixed fees will cover permit administration and enforcement. These fees will be determined by the 
geographic region, type of permit (mine vs. support facility), acreage and frequency of inspections. Fees 
for support facilities (prep plants, haul roads, refuse sites, tipples, etc.) would range in price from $1,300 
- $3,100 depending on their bond release status. Coal mines (including underground) would range from 
$1,400 - $5,900 depending on bond release status and acreage.  

Processing fees 
Processing fees will cover the processing that OSM does on each permit it issues. There are two types of 
permit review fees, direct and indirect. Direct fees equate to the hourly cost of the OSM employee’s 
time based on their salary and benefits. Indirect costs are a portion of the agency’s overhead.  

Rough cost estimates provided by OSM for processing fees are as follows:  

• Transfer, Sale of Rights - $1,471 avg./$9,446 max 
• Exploration permits - $3,413 avg./$12,824 max 
• Non-sign. Revisions - $3,993 avg./$22,263 max 
• Renewal - $7,968 avg./$74,673 max 
• Mid-Term Reviews - $8,746 avg./$74,673 max 
• New Permit - $54,962 avg./$151,602 max 
• Significant Revisions - $23,633 avg./$74,824 max 

TMA Objections 
After analyzing the 2013 cost recovery proposal and those from the 1980s, TMA raised the following 
objections in our official comments.  

1. Lacks Transparency in Cost Analysis – OSM has refused to release the data they collected to 
industry for a more thorough investigation of how fees were set. In August 2013, TMA filed a 
Freedom of Information Act Request with the agency asking for the release of the cost analysis, 
the cost accounting codes and internal correspondence related to the rulemaking. The agency 
proposed a fee of more than $26,000 to complete the request. Subsequently in November 2013, 
Tennessee’s Republican Congressional delegation signed onto a letter with 13 other affected 
and potentially affected members of Congress requesting that OSM turn over the information 
without cost as it is in the public interest and should be public record.  



2. Enforcement and Inspection Ineligible – It is illegal to charge for the enforcement and 
inspection of mining permits. OSM recognizes this fact in the 1988 Cost Recovery proposal (53 
FR 17568; May 17, 1988) and states that “while inspection and enforcement may bestow some 
benefit on operators by encouraging lawful continuation of responsible mining and thereby 
improving public relations, these activities protect the health and safety of the public and help 
preserve environmental and other resources, thereby benefitting the public at large.” (emphasis 
added) 

3. Mid-Term Reviews are Ineligible – Likewise, mid-term permit reviews are ineligible for fees. The 
1988 Cost Recovery Proposal affirms this position by stating that the mid-term permit review 
“serves to protect the public interest by assuring that the permit continues to reflect conditions 
at the mine site.” 

4. Prepayment of Fees – The idea that the industry must pay processing fees prior to any work 
being done raises a host of problems.  

a. Unfairly Burdens Operator as there is no reasonable expectation of cost at the outset of 
a project.  

b. Doesn’t Encourage Efficiency – In the1985 Cost Recovery proposal, OSM discusses the 
consideration of prepayment versus postponed payment and correctly concludes that 
“[t]he proposed postponement of payment of most of the fee until after OSM provides 
all or part of the services would relieve the recipient from potentially burdensome 
advance payment. It also would give OSM added incentive to provide the service in a 
timely manner. (emphasis added).” Additionally, in the 1985 proposal OSM envisions a 
system where service recipients would receive a “complete, accurate, detailed account 
of the actual cost incurred by the Department in providing the service” to include all of 
the direct and indirect costs incurred by the agency.  

c. More than 100% recovery of fees – Based on the present value of money, if OSM collects 
prepayment of fees and is allowed to accrue interest on that money, the actual cost to 
permittees will equate to more than 100 percent of fees. This is illegal.  

d. Inappropriate Use of AVS – OSM proposes to place operators that incur late payments 
into the Applicant Violator System, which is an inappropriate use of a system that was 
designed to punish perennial environmental violators, imminent danger orders or 
failure to abate violations. TMA does not feel like a missed payment equates to the 
same level of misconduct and operators should not suffer the same fate.  

e. Lack of Appeals Process – The current cost recovery rule lacks an appeals process of any 
kind and has no measure to question the agency’s bills. In the 1985 rule, the agency has 
a clearly defined appeals process that allows operators to petition the agency for fee 
issues and even an appeal to the appeal.  

f. Lack of Auditing or External Controls – OSM has not included any annual auditing or 
external control to ensure that the cost recovery system is functioning as intended.  

g. Lack of Agency Incentive to Decrease Its Own Cost – There is no demonstrative evidence 
that OSM has done anything to bring down its own overhead, and TMA feels it’s not fair 
to shift federal government level spending on the industry.  



h. Fees Won’t Go to Agency – Even if fees are enacted exactly as proposed, the monies will 
go into a general treasury fund. OSM will have to pursue passage of legislation in order 
for the money directly to the agency.  

What Now? 
TMA is continuing to work with the state’s Congressional delegation to obtain the data from OSM 
related to the cost analysis that the agency performed for this rulemaking. With their help, we are 
working to extend the coalition of lawmakers petitioning the agency for this information to include 
those with tribal lands in their districts and those heavily dependent on coal mining as there is much 
concern that the cost recovery system may eventually be placed onto primacy states.  
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